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A study by the Journal of Consumer Research finds the further back in the alphabet the first letter of

your last name is, the faster you make purchasing decisions. This so-called "last name effect"

probably comes about because growing up in school; we all had to stand in lines sorted in

alphabetical order. In so doing, by the time the teacher got to the M's and beyond, these individuals

had plenty of time to see what was going on and decide what they wanted to do. As they grew up,

this led faster decisioning to become ingrained. Simply by knowing someone's last name you can

guess whether they will make quick decisions or not. Try it when you are in the next meeting and

someone chimes in with an idea or when you try to guess what customer might be interested in

getting into the next hot product.

Speaking of working backwards and making quick decisions, late yesterday regulators pushed out an

updated "supplement" to their 2005 guidance on internet banking authentication. This is no doubt in

response to recent hacking incidents where even security firm EMC saw its RSA SecurID devices

exploited. This is a big deal because research firm Gartner estimates about 80% of banks in the US

use that type of security token and hacking attacks seem to be more prevalent than ever.

Looking further into the specifics of the Supplement, we find regulators are basically telling bankers

to get more focused because the threat is real. As part of that, banks need to perform risk

assessments in context of new and evolving threats (or at least annually). That means you will have

to read more and stay on top of things even further here, because customer authentication, layered

security and other controls all need to be in place and revised/reviewed as needed to make sure risks

are identified and managed.

Another key area regulators want bankers to focus on relates to ensuring certain specific minimum

elements are in place. Banks should be incorporating factors such as changes to both the internal and

external environments; how the customer is evolving and using technology and interacting with the

bank; what functionality is offered online; making sure security officials of the bank stay on top of any

security breaches, identity theft, or fraud experienced by either the institution or industry. That is a

lot of work for sure, but getting into work groups and communicating with law enforcement regularly

are two good ways to begin.

The update also implores bankers to utilize a "layered security" approach. Here, regulators remind

bankers to have different controls at different points in any transaction all along the process so

weaknesses in one area are generally compensated for by other controls. The key here is to protect

customer information and limit access to only those who need it. Features and controls on such items

as fraud detection; customer history; timely response; dual customer authorization; positive pay;

debit blocks; out of band transaction verification; transaction value thresholds; payment receipts;

transactions allowed per day; payment windows; IP address blocking; policies for dealing with

potentially compromised customers; account maintenance; and improved customer education are all

regulatory focal points of interest and review.
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There is no sure way to prevent online security threats, but moving quickly can reduce the potential

impact. Meet with your security and technology teams, discuss the Supplement and assign

responsibilities to begin protecting your bank right away. It sure beats standing in line waiting for your

name to be called.

BANK NEWS

BofA Settlement

Making the acquisition look less like a deal, Bank of America agreed to pay $8.5B to settle claims that

it mislead investors on the credit quality and structure of its private label "less than prime" mortgage

backed securities that it sold related to Countrywide. The settlement is the largest tied to the crisis

and basically wipes out all of the 1H 2011 earnings to date. In addition to asset managers like Pimco,

the Fed NY was also a claimant in the suit.

CU Conversion

Wisconsin signed a state budget bill that includes a provision making it easier for credit unions to

convert to banks (skips step of turning into a mutual savings bank first). The provision requires only a

majority of a credit union's voting members approve a conversion to a bank, instead of a majority of

all the credit union's members.

States 4 Biz

CNBC's popular 5th annual ranking of the best states to do business in finds the top 5 states are: 5)

CO, 4) GA, 3) NC, 2) TX, and 1) VA. RI, HI, AK, MI and WV rounded out the bottom 5. The survey

looked at cost of running a business, population change, tax rates and 40 other variables.

Hedge Fund Regulation

The SEC will require advisors to hedge funds and private equity funds with more than $150mm under

management to register with them, increasing regulatory oversight on $2T in assets held by hedge

funds.

Shipping

On the good news front, Bloomberg is reporting that the amount of freight and raw materials carried

by railroads climbed to 4.6mm carloads in the 1Q, nearly an 8% increase from the same period last

year.

Housing

The Census Bureau reports the homeownership rate in the US was slightly over 66% at the end of 1Q,

up from the 63% level of 1965, but below the 69% reached in 2004.
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